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Aflalo TN, Graziano MS. Organization of the macaque extrastriate
visual cortex re-examined using the principle of spatial continuity of
function. J Neurophysiol 105: 305–320, 2011. First published No-
vember 10, 2010; doi:10.1152/jn.00795.2010. How is the macaque
monkey extrastriate cortex organized? Is vision divisible into separate
tasks, such as object recognition and spatial processing, each empha-
sized in a different anatomical stream? If so, how many streams exist?
What are the hierarchical relationships among areas? The present
study approached the organization of the extrastriate cortex in a novel
manner. A principled relationship exists between cortical function and
cortical topography. Similar functions tend to be located near each
other, within the constraints of mapping a highly dimensional space of
functions onto the two-dimensional space of the cortex. We used this
principle to re-examine the functional organization of the extrastriate
cortex given current knowledge about its topographic organization.
The goal of the study was to obtain a model of the functional
relationships among the visual areas, including the number of func-
tional streams into which they are grouped, the pattern of informa-
tional overlap among the streams, and the hierarchical relationships
among areas. To test each functional description, we mapped it to a
model cortex according to the principle of optimal continuity and
assessed whether it accurately reconstructed a version of the extra-
striate topography. Of the models tested, the one that best recon-
structed the topography included four functional streams rather than
two, six levels of hierarchy per stream, and a specific pattern of
informational overlap among streams and areas. A specific mixture of
functions was predicted for each visual area. This description matched
findings in the physiological literature, and provided predictions of
functional relationships that have yet to be tested physiologically.

I N T R O D U C T I O N

The cerebral cortex is organized such that similar functions
are generally spatially near each other. A possible adaptive
advantage of this “like attracts like” organization is that it
minimizes wiring length between interconnected neurons
(Cherniak 1994; Kaas 2000; Klyachko and Stevens 2003; Van
Essen 1997; Young 1992). The principle of maximum func-
tional continuity can explain features of cortical organization at
the largest and smallest scales. At the largest scale, function is
clumped into cortical sectors devoted mainly to vision, audi-
tion, movement, and other major information categories. At a
slightly smaller scale, within the visual modality, cortical areas
may be clustered together by similar function (Kolster et al.
2009; Wandell et al. 2007). Visual areas are also clustered
together according to the density of their anatomical intercon-
nectivity (Young 1992). At an even smaller scale, within a
cortical area, the principle of functional continuity can explain

topography such as retinotopic or somatotopic maps (Kaas and
Catania 2002; Kohonen 1982; O’Leary and McLaughlin 2005;
Saarinen and Kohonen 1985). At the smallest scale of cortical
organization, the columnar level, the complex pinwheel ar-
rangement of orientation and ocular dominance columns in V1
is apparently an optimal solution to the problem of local
continuity of function (Chklovskii 2000; Durbin and Mitchison
1990; Koulakov and Chklovskii 2001). Although most studies
on the optimal continuity principle of organization relate to the
visual system, a similar organizational principle can be dem-
onstrated in other cortical systems. Recently the overarching
topographic arrangement of the primary motor cortex, premo-
tor cortex, supplementary motor cortex, frontal eye field, and
supplementary eye field was successfully reconstructed by
reducing a macaque monkey’s highly dimensional movement
repertoire onto the cortical surface following the principle of
maximum functional continuity (Aflalo and Graziano 2006;
Graziano and Aflalo 2007). In all of the cases summarized in
the preceding text, the simple underlying principle of func-
tional continuity can explain complex spatial arrangements
across the cortical surface.

Most of the studies described in the preceding text were
focused on testing the validity of the principle of optimal
cortical organization, for example testing whether cortical
areas really are organized in a manner that minimizes connec-
tional length (Klyachko and Stevens 2003) or testing whether
functional properties really are arranged spatially in a manner
that optimizes functional continuity (Durbin and Mitchison
1990). In the present study, we provisionally accepted the
principle as correct and asked whether it could be used to
deduce new information about cortical function. The principle
that functions are arranged to optimize spatial continuity pro-
vides a quantitative relationship between function and topog-
raphy. In many regions of the cortex, much more is known
about the topographic organization of cortical areas than about
their functional properties. Can the principle of functional
continuity be used as a tool to deduce information about
functions, given information about topography?

The topography of the macaque monkey extrastriate visual
cortex has been intensively studied. Although there is still
debate about the exact boundaries between areas and the best
way to subdivide areas, the basic layout of areas across the
cortex is understood (e.g., Baylis et al. 1987; Boussaoud et al.
1990; Desimone and Ungerleider 1989; Felleman and Van
Essen 1991; Galletti et al. 1999, 2005; Lewis and Van Essen
2000; Lyon and Kaas 2002). Much less well established is the
functional relationships among areas. Is vision divided into
several major information domains, such as object recognition
and spatial processing, that form hierarchical streams? If so,
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just how many streams and substreams exist? What is the
relative hierarchical ranking of visual areas within and across
streams? What is the informational overlap between streams?
Does TEO contain any motion information, in addition to
object identity information? Just how much shape information
is present in the intraparietal sulcus?

These questions of the distribution of information across the
visual cortex lend themselves to an analysis of topography. If
information is distributed across cortex in a manner that opti-
mizes cortical continuity, then the relative locations of areas on
cortex provides a clue to their functional relationships. For
example, areas MT and MST both emphasize motion informa-
tion and are topographically adjacent to each other. This
adjacency is an obvious example of the continuity of function
across the cortical surface. It adheres to the general principle
that similar functions are arranged near each other. Given a
sophisticated enough analytical machinery, can any inferences
be drawn about the amount of motion information present in
other areas based on their spatial relationship to MT and MST?
Can other aspects of functional organization be inferred from
the extrastriate topography?

In the present study, we used an analytical approach to infer
functional relationships among areas based on their topo-
graphic relationships. In this approach, one begins with a
specific hypothesis about the functional relationships among
cortical areas. Using standard mathematical tools, the hypoth-
esized set of functions is arranged onto a model of the cortex
in a manner that optimizes spatial continuity. If we have a
correct description of the functional relationships among areas,
then the resulting map should accurately reconstruct the target
cortical topography. If, however, our description of the func-
tional relationships among areas is faulty or incomplete, then
when we mathematically lay them onto the cortex according to
the principle of optimal continuity, we should arrive at a wrong
or incomplete topography. With this method as a guide, it is
possible to test hypotheses about the functional relationships
among visual areas, rejecting some hypotheses, fine-tuning
others, until we arrive at one that passes the test—a description
of the functional similarities and dissimilarities among extra-
striate visual areas that is consistent with their topographic
relationships.

The goal of the present study was to find the correct number
of processing streams into which visual areas are grouped, the
correct pattern of informational overlap among streams, and
the correct hierarchical ordering of areas, such that the princi-
ple of functional continuity would reproduce a target version of
the topographic arrangement of visual areas. To accomplish
this goal, we tested a series of increasingly refined models
including a two-stream model, a four-stream model, and an
optimized four-stream model. Each model was tested by ar-
ranging it onto a three-dimensional model of the folded extra-
striate visual cortex according to the principle of optimal
continuity. Through a systematic search, we obtained a model
of the functional relationships among visual areas that success-
fully recreated the topographic relationships among visual
areas. The final outcome of the study, the optimized four-
stream model, provided a detailed, quantitative description of
the informational relationships among 15 principle visual ar-
eas. This derived information matched physiological findings
on the properties of visual areas and also provided specific

predictions of functional properties that have yet to be tested
physiologically.

M E T H O D S

This study tested three models of the macaque extrastriate visual
cortex: a two-stream model, a four-stream model, and an optimized
four-stream model. For each model, the method combined three
components. First, we used an information structure that represented
the functional relationships among visual areas (including the number
of functional streams into which the areas were grouped, the infor-
mational overlap among streams, and the hierarchical relationships
among visual areas). Second we used a model cortical sheet that
resembled the macaque extrastriate visual cortex. Third, we used an
algorithm for mapping the information structure onto the model cortex
in a manner that optimized nearest neighbor similarity. The model
cortical sheet and the mapping algorithm are described in the follow-
ing text. For clarity of presentation, the three information structures
are described in the results section.

Model cortical sheet

To model the visual cortex, we used a three-dimensional (3-D)
model of the cortical sheet (based on the surface half-way through the
cortical thickness), from structural MRI data of a macaque monkey,
using the Caret software from the work of Van Essen and colleagues
(monkey F99, right hemisphere reconstruction, from http://brainvis.
wustl.edu/wiki/index.php/Caret:About) (see also Van Essen et al.
2001). This model cortical sheet is shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1, A and
B, shows views in which the sulci are in their normal folded config-
uration. Figure 1C shows the cortical sheet flattened using the Caret
software with a large cut through the center of V1.

Figure 1 shows one possible rendering of some of the known visual
areas (Baylis et al. 1987; Boussaoud et al. 1990; Desimone and
Ungerleider 1989; Felleman and Van Essen 1991; Galletti et al. 1999,
2005; Lewis and Van Essen 2000; Lyon and Kaas 2002). To construct
this summary map, for ventral areas, we relied more heavily on
Desimone and Ungerleider (1989), and for medial areas, we relied
more heavily on the recent detailed mapping work of Galletti et al.
(1999, 2005). This summary map therefore captures at least the
general outlines of the complex mosaic of extrastriate cortex. We
acknowledge that there are differences of opinion about the borders of
areas and the subdivision of areas into smaller areas. In the DISCUSSION,
we consider how additional divisions of cortex, not shown in Fig. 1,
might relate to the present study. The areas shown in Fig. 1 represent
the target topography that we attempted to re-construct using the
self-organizing map techniques.

The cortical surface was defined in the Caret software by the spatial
location of 35,946 nodes. In the present study, this full set of nodes
was used for all spatial transformations of the model cortex, including
flattening or inflating the cortex and calculating distances across the
cortex. However, for some of the computations in the Kohonen
algorithm described in the following text, the total number of nodes
was prohibitively high. We therefore created a second rendering of the
visual cortical sheet at a down-sampled number of nodes. The down-
sampling was performed as follows. The cortex was first inflated into
a sphere using the Caret software. The sphere was then populated by
5,000 equally spaced nodes. The region of the striate and extrastriate
cortex contained 1,892 nodes. This array of 1,892 nodes representing
the visual cortex is displayed on the flat map in Fig. 1D. The Kohonen
algorithm, described in the following text, rendered a multidimen-
sional information space onto this down-sampled set of 1,892 nodes.

Kohonen mapping algorithm

We used the Kohonen method (Kohonen 2001) to arrange the
multidimensional information structure onto the 1,892 nodes of the
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model visual cortical sheet. The Kohenen network is a standard tool
for solving the problem of dimensionality reduction or the problem of
representing a multidimensional space on a lower dimensional space
such that neighbor relationships are optimized. The technique is well
established, heavily used in information technology applications, and
instructions for implementing it are available in book form (Kohonen
2001) and on-line (http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/somtoolbox/). Here
we first describe the general concept of the Kohonen method and then
provide details on those aspects of the technique for which there was
more than one possible way to implement the method, requiring us to
choose the approach that suited our particular application.

In essence, the Kohonen method takes an N-dimensional data set
and arranges it onto a 2-D array of nodes. Three mathematical objects
are defined. First, the information structure to be flattened is a set of
data points arranged in an N-dimensional space. Each data point in
that data set is called an input vector. Second, the node array is the
2-D arrangement of nodes, in this case, the model cortex, onto which
the information structure is to be flattened. Third, each node in the
node array has a codebook vector. The codebook vector is N-
dimensional and indicates the part of the information structure that is
represented by that node. The Kohonen algorithm uses an iterative
series of steps to alter the codebook vectors of all nodes until the node
array contains a representation of the information structure that is
optimized for topographic smoothness.

As a simple example, consider the case in which the 2-D space of
the retina is mapped onto the 2-D space of the cortex. The information
structure consists of a set of points sampled across the retina. The
Kohonen algorithm can arrange these points onto the cortical sheet
such that points near each other on the retina are represented near each
other on cortex. The emergent result is a smooth, topographic map of
the retina on the cortex (e.g., Kohonen 1982). The map is topologi-
cally simple and smooth because the dimensionality of the retina
matches the dimensionality of the cortex. This example helps to
illustrate the underlying concept of the Kohonen method, but the real
usefulness of the method arises in applications for which the infor-
mation structure is more complex and therefore its optimal mapping
onto the cortex is less intuitively obvious.

As another example, consider the case in which the information
structure consists of data points clustered into five categories. When
mapping the information structure onto the cortical sheet, the Ko-
honen algorithm will tend to arrange the data points such that each
category forms a distinct area on the cortex. This clustering of
information into areas maximizes the similarity of neighboring corti-
cal points within an area while minimizing the discontinuous border
between neighboring zones. The exact size and shape of these areas on
the cortex will depend on factors such as the relative number of data
points in each category and the informational relationships among
categories. This issue of the size and shape of cortical areas rendered
by the Kohonen method is discussed again throughout RESULTS.

When rendering a complicated, multidimensional, multicategory
information space onto the cortical surface, the optimization problem
becomes so complex that the result can be an apparent chaos of areas,
something like a Jackson Pollock painting, with no easy intuitive
explanation for why a particular area may have a particular location or
shape. Such was the case, for example, when rendering the multidi-
mensional space of a macaque monkey’s movement repertoire onto
the cortical surface to reconstruct the complex, idiosyncratic topog-
raphy of the primary, premotor, and supplementary motor cortex
(Graziano and Aflalo 2007). Yet even in that case, the optimality
principle seemed to reconstruct the known cortical topography.

In essence, the Kohonen method involves local and iterative reor-
ganization that follows the principle of optimizing continuity. As a
result, a global map emerges. The map may have a variety of
topographic properties and symmetries, but the true organizational
rule is a local one (continuity), not a global one. It is therefore often
a matter of simplification or approximation to try to determine why
any particular large-scale feature of the map emerged. Why did a
visual area map to this instead of that location, and why did it acquire
this shape instead of that shape? It is usually possible to speculate as
to why the local principle of continuity would result in particular,
large-scale map features, but such explanations are usually ad hoc and
difficult to confirm.

The Kohonen algorithm that we employed in the present study was
the batch computation variant of the self-organizing map. In the batch
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FIG. 1. The macaque visual cortex. A: a
lateral view of the folded cortex based on the
anatomical images and Caret software of
Van Essen and colleagues (2001). The sur-
face is taken from the depth half-way
through the cortical thickness. Some of the
main visual areas are displayed in color and
labeled. B: a medial view of the same corti-
cal model as in A. C: a flattened version of
the same model shown in A and B. D: the
down-sampled set of 1,892 nodes, distrib-
uted across the visual cortex, used in the
functional mapping algorithm.
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computation algorithm, the entire set of input vectors is employed
during each update step of the nodes. We used 300 update steps. In
initial tests, we used a range from 100 to 3,000 update steps and found
that 300 was sufficient to cause the map topography to converge.

A defining feature of the self-organizing map is that as each node
of the map updates, it also updates its surrounding nodes. The extent
to which nodes influence each other is given by a neighborhood
function of which several forms can be applied. Following one
standard method, we used a Gaussian neighborhood function that
takes the form

hc,j � exp(
�d2(c, i)

2�2(t)
)

where c and i specify two nodes, d(c,i) specifies the physical distance
between the two nodes in the array, and �(t) specifies the time-
dependent SD of the Gaussian (where time during the optimization
process is measured in update steps). The time dependence of �
allows for a large initial neighborhood for the purposes of a global
reordering of the network. The neighborhood then shrinks with time
to allow for convergence on local smoothness. In our case, the initial
value of sigma was set to half the height of the map, following
standard procedures. The height in tangential distance across the
model of the cortical map was 70 mm, thus the initial neighborhood
width was 35 mm. The sigma then fell off linearly with each iteration
of the algorithm to a final value of 2 mm of cortical distance.

In calculating the neighborhood function, the distances between
nodes was defined as the geodesic distance across the curved cortical
surface not the straight-line distance through the cortical volume or
the distance across the flattened map. The algorithm therefore opti-
mized 2-D smoothness across the curved cortical surface.

Because the Kohonen algorithm begins with random variations
seeded on the node array, repeated runs of the algorithm may produce
slightly different map results. In testing each version of the informa-
tion structure, we ran the algorithm �15 times and determined that the
result was similar each time. The results were therefore robust in the
face of initialization variance.

R E S U L T S

In the present study, we modeled the informational relation-
ships among visual areas. Each attempted model was tested by
flattening it onto the cortical sheet and asking whether it
recreated the target extrastriate topography shown in Fig. 1.
The first attempt was a two-stream model, the second attempt
was a four-stream model, and the final attempt involved sys-
tematically optimizing the four-stream model until it repro-
duced the target topography.

The logic of the study was to use the target topography
shown in Fig. 1 as an empirically derived data set and to fit the
model to the data set. It should not be a surprise that a
successful model can be obtained. By optimizing the parame-
ters of the model, it should be possible to find a fit to the data.
The purpose of the study was not merely to demonstrate that a
fit could be obtained but to determine the specific parameters of
the model needed to obtain that fit. How many hierarchical
streams are needed in the model? How much informational
overlap must there be between streams? What is the specific
hierarchical ranking of visual areas necessary to fit the data set?
All of this information can potentially be obtained by fitting the
model to the data set. The iterative process of fitting the model
to the topographic data set is described in the following
sections.

Two-stream model

Ungerleider and Mishkin (1982) proposed an organizing
principle for the mosaic of extrastriate areas. In their scheme,
from a common starting point in the early visual areas, two
visual streams emerge. A ventral stream emphasizes object
recognition or “what” vision, and a dorsal stream emphasizes
spatial processing or “where” vision. This scheme provided the
springboard for our first model, the two-stream model.

The purpose of the two-stream model was to provide a first
guess at the information structure that, when mapped onto the
cortex, might result in the target topography shown in Fig. 1.
As will be seen, the two-stream model did not succeed in
recreating the topography, thereby suggesting that this initial
model was too simple an account of the informational relation-
ships among visual areas. The model reconstructed some
aspects of the topography but failed to reconstruct other major
features of the topography. By considering the ways in which
this model succeeded and failed, we were able to build a
four-stream model that was more successful at reconstructing
the target topography.

To embody the two-stream model, we constructed an infor-
mation space defined by three dimensions: hierarchy, property
A, and property B. Each dimension could vary from 0 to 1.
This information space was populated by a data set that is
shown in Fig. 2. Each graph in Fig. 2 represents a data cluster
that was ultimately mapped to a region of the cortical sheet to
form a visual area. Each data cluster was assigned a mean
value for hierarchy (indicated by the height at which each
graph is placed in Fig. 2) and mean values for properties A and
B (indicated by the heights of the bars in each graph). Each
data cluster contained 2,500 data points arranged in a spherical
Gaussian distribution around its mean with a SD of 0.05. (The
numerical values for the 2-stream model are provided in Table 1).
The two streams overlapped in the first three levels of hierar-
chy (labeled L1–L3 in Fig. 2) and diverged in the subsequent
three levels (labeled A stream and B stream). The A stream
contained an increasing amount of property A with increasing
hierarchy, whereas the B stream contained an increasing
amount of property B.

One could think of the A stream as the what stream and the
B stream as the where stream. However, the specific type of
information represented by A or B is actually irrelevant to the
present model. The only relevant information is relational. The
fact that the two streams overlap in information space at low
hierarchical levels and diverge progressively at higher hierar-
chical levels is the critical information. The reason is that only
relational information affects how the data clusters are pro-
jected onto the cortical sheet. According to the principle of
optimal spatial continuity, if two data clusters are near each
other in information space, then they should be mapped near
each other on cortex.

In mapping this information structure onto the cortical sheet,
the difficulty of rotations and reflections must be solved. Even
if the Kohonen algorithm finds the correct map, the map might
be flipped or rotated with respect to the cortex. To anchor the
map, we fixed the location of the first hierarchical level in the
following manner. The nodes within the known anatomical
location of V1 were initialized at the lowest hierarchy value.
The part of the data set that contained low hierarchy was
therefore naturally mapped by the Kohonen algorithm to this
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anatomical location. The remainder of the cortical map was
initialized with random values. For this reason, the model
tested the organization of the extrastriate visual cortex only
given a predefined V1. Without this anchoring, visual functions
might be expected to coalesce in the correct relative positions
but not in the correct orientation with respect to the cortical
sheet. The map was therefore constrained in three ways. First,
the physical structure of the cortical sheet was defined. Second,
the location of V1 was defined. Third, the Kohonen method
sought an optimization of continuity. From these constraints,
the global map emerged.

Figure 3 shows the result of mapping the data set onto the
cortical surface. In Fig. 3A, different hierarchical levels are
indicated in different colors. The first hierarchical level is of
course an exact match to V1 because it was initialized in that
location. The subsequent hierarchical levels show a spatial orga-
nization in some ways similar to the macaque visual cortex.
Hierarchy is arranged in a set of bands progressing to higher levels
in more anterior cortex. The second and third hierarchical levels
show a characteristic pinching in the middle typical of the actual
macaque monkey maps. The highest hierarchical level is divided
between the temporal lobe and the parietal lobe.

The reason why hierarchy is mapped in this posterior-to-
anterior manner is because low hierarchy was initialized to the
posterior side of the map, and the optimization of continuity
caused hierarchy to coalesce in a sequential manner such that
similar hierarchical values were as physically near each other
as possible. The result is a general progression of hierarchy
from posterior to anterior cortex. There is nothing surprising
about this initial result; it is merely a precise, mathematical
demonstration of the principle of continuity.

It is difficult to trace back the specific reason for the
pinching in the middle of the second and third hierarchical
levels. When using the Kohonen method, the map self-orga-
nizes on the basis of local interactions, following the rule of
optimal continuity. A large scale topography emerges, and the
reasons for the emergent results are sometimes a matter of
conjecture. In a simple case, with no cortical curvature and a
perfectly square model cortex, on grounds of symmetry, one
would expect the hierarchy bands to be straight and not pinched
in the middle. The fact that they are pinched in the mid-
dle suggests that something about the curvature of the cortex,
or the irregular outline of the cortical model, caused the hier-
archy bands to obtain an irregular shape. It is an interesting
result that the self-organizing map, following the principle of
optimal continuity of function, re-created the idiosyncratic
shape of V2 and V3.

Figure 3B shows that the magnitude of property A is largest
in the ventral anterior region of the map, in the temporal lobe.
Figure 3C shows that the magnitude of property B is largest in
the dorsal anterior region of the map in the parietal lobe. The
model therefore reconstructed the overall trend of two streams
diverging and progressing into the temporal lobe and parietal
lobe, respectively. Again this result is merely a mathematically
precise demonstration of an intuitively obvious principle. If
hierarchy is mapped in a posterior-to-anterior direction, then
the other major variable, the division into functional streams,
should be mapped in an orthogonal, dorsal-to-ventral manner
to optimize cortical continuity.

In the two-stream model, properties A and B were defined in
a symmetrical manner. The model had no basis for treating one
differently from the other and therefore no basis for placing

TABLE 1. Information structure that comprised the
two-stream model

Cluster n Hierarchy A B

L1 2500 0.10 0.10 0.10
L2 2500 0.26 0.10 0.10
L3 2500 0.42 0.10 0.10
A4 2500 0.58 0.37 0.10
A5 2500 0.74 0.64 0.10
A6 2500 0.90 0.90 0.10
B4 2500 0.58 0.10 0.37
B5 2500 0.74 0.10 0.64
B6 2500 0.90 0.10 0.90

The same data set is shown graphically in Fig. 2. The data set consisted of
9 data clusters. The three data clusters at the lowest hierarchical levels are
labeled L1–L3. The higher hierarchical levels of the A stream are labeled
A4–A6. The higher hierarchical levels of the B stream are labeled B4–B6. The
table indicates the number of data points (n) within each data cluster and the
mean location of each data cluster in three dimensions (hierarchy and
dimensions A and B). Each dimension could range from 0 to 1. Each data
cluster was distributed around its mean location in a Gaussian manner with
a SD of 0.05.
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FIG. 2. The data set used for the 2-stream model. Each of the 9 data clusters
is represented by a graph. The vertical position of the graph indicates the mean
hierarchy value on a scale of 0 to 1. The 2 bars in the graph indicate the mean
values of properties A and B on a scale of 0 to 1. The error bars indicate the
SD (0.05) of the 2,500 points that comprised each data cluster. Numerical
values are provided in Table 1. The 3 data clusters at the lowest hierarchical
levels are labeled L1–L3. The higher hierarchical levels of the A stream are
labeled A4–A6. The higher hierarchical levels of the B stream are labeled
B4–B6.
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stream A in the ventral cortex and stream B in the dorsal
cortex. As a result, when the mapping to the cortical sheet was
repeated, on some runs, the locations were spatially reversed.
This reversal was, in effect, only a reversal of labels. The
spatial pattern was always the same as in Fig. 3 and was
consistent across repeated runs of the algorithm.

Figure 3D shows a different way of displaying the results.
Here the cortex was divided into areas showing where the nine
different clusters in the original data set were mapped onto the
cortex by the Kohonen algorithm. The result is a set of areas
abutting each other. Some of the areas generated by the model
appeared to match the locations of specific cortical areas in the
macaque monkey cortex.

The data clusters labeled L1–L3 represented the lowest three
levels of hierarchy and therefore corresponded to the three
most posterior hierarchy bands. The fourth level of hierarchy
was divided into two clusters, one emphasizing property A and
one emphasizing property B. The resulting areas on the cortical
sheet are labeled A4 and B4. The fifth and sixth level of
hierarchy were similarly divided. For these reasons, the lowest
three hierarchy levels formed single visual areas stretched in a
ventral-to-dorsal manner, and the higher levels of hierarchy
were divided into smaller, more tightly clustered areas.

In Fig. 3D, the higher hierarchical levels of the A stream,
including A4–A6, approximately match the topographic loca-
tions of V4, TEO, and TE. The model therefore created an
apparent functional stream marching down the ventral aspect
of the cortex into the temporal lobe much like in the target
topography shown in Fig. 1. The dorsal areas shown in Fig. 3D,
however, do not show a specific correspondence between the
model and the actual cortex. They show no obvious match to
the real brain.

In summary, the first model incorporated two visual streams
with six hierarchical levels each as a first guess at modeling the
informational relationships among visual areas. The streams
overlapped within the first three levels of hierarchy and di-

verged in information space at the higher levels of hierarchy.
Despite the apparent simplicity of the model, it succeeded in
capturing some of the overarching organization of the macaque
extrastriate cortex. Hierarchy was mapped in a posterior-to-
anterior direction, and the two streams were stacked in a
dorsal-ventral direction such that one stream progressed into
the temporal lobe and the other into the parietal lobe. The view
that the visual system is divisible into two processing streams
is a longstanding heuristic first introduced by Ungerleider and
Mishkin (1982). The present two-stream model shows that this
idea not only makes heuristic sense but when put to mathe-
matical test, succeeds in explaining some of the main features
of extrastriate organization. It is, however, an incomplete
model. The map recreated by the model (Fig. 3D) is not
accurate with respect to the dorsal areas. The following section
describes how the model can be extended to improve its ability
to reconstruct the known cortical topography.

Four-stream model

The major limitation of the two-stream, six-hierarchical-
level model is that it produced too few visual areas to recreate
the target topography. Only nine visual areas were defined in
that model. How should new areas be added to the model to
improve it? In the present framework of hierarchical streams,
there are two ways to add areas to the model. One is to add
more hierarchical levels to the two-stream model. The other
way to add more areas is to add more streams, each stream with
its own hierarchical sequence of areas.

In placing areas on the cortical surface, the principle of
optimal continuity resulted in two patterns shown in Fig. 3.
First, hierarchical levels were arranged in a posterior-to-ante-
rior direction. Second, new streams, emphasizing distinct in-
formational dimensions, were stacked in a more dorsal-ventral
direction. By inspecting the results of the two-stream model
(Fig. 3) and comparing them to the map from the macaque

L1L1
L2

L3 A4

A Heirarchy BMagnitude of property A

C Magnitude of property B D Areas Produced by the Two-Stream Model

A5 A6

B4 B5
B6

FIG. 3. The topographic results of arranging the 2-stream
model onto the cortical surface. A: the hierarchy values were
mapped across the cortical surface, forming bands of different
hierarchical levels. Hot colors represent higher hierarchy val-
ues. B: the value of property A mapped across the cortical
surface. Hot colors represent higher values. The black lines
show the divisions between hierarchical levels. C: the value of
property B mapped across the cortical surface. Hot colors
represent higher values. The black lines show the divisions
between hierarchical levels. D: functional areas distinguishable
on the basis of the properties mapped in A–C.
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brain (Fig. 1), it becomes apparent that to properly account for
the target topography the model does not need additional
hierarchical levels. It does not need more areas crowded in the
posterior-anterior direction. Instead it needs another two ranks
of areas added in the dorsal-ventral direction. The addition of
two more streams would add the correct number of areas in
approximately the correct topographic relationships. There
may be other distributions of information that can add areas in
a dorsal-ventral direction. However, in the present study, we
limited the model to conform to certain assumptions about
visual streams: each visual stream is characterized by a stream-
specific information category, and each stream contains a
single hierarchical sequence of areas. Within a model of that
type, on the basis of topographic considerations we were led to
the hypothesis that the visual information mapped onto the
cortex is roughly divisible into four major information types
forming four functional streams.

The four-stream model is shown in Fig. 4. Each graph in Fig.
4 represents a data cluster. Each data cluster was assigned a
mean value along five dimensions, each dimension ranging
from 0 to 1. The dimensions included hierarchy (indicated by
the height at which each graph is placed in Fig. 4) and the
arbitrary dimensions A–D (indicated by the heights of the bars
in each graph). (Numerical values for the 4-stream model are

provided in Table 2.) In the four-stream model, the streams
overlap in the first three levels of hierarchy (labeled L1–L3 in
Fig. 4). They diverge in the subsequent three levels of hierar-
chy. In the A stream, property A increases with increasing
hierarchy; in the B stream, property B increases with increas-
ing hierarchy; and so on. This simple scheme represents a first
pass at creating a four-stream description of the informational
relationships among visual areas. This model of the visual
information space was tested by rendering it onto the cortical
sheet according to the principle of optimal continuity and
assessing whether it succeeded in reconstructing the known
extrastriate topography.

The 15 graphs in Fig. 4 are color coded, and the regions of
cortex to which they were mapped by the Kohonen algorithm
are shown in the same color code in Fig. 5. Once again, just as
for the two-stream model, the location of V1 was assigned the
lowest hierarchy value, thereby pinning the orientation of the
map. In this way the size, shape, and location of L1 in Fig. 5
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FIG. 4. The data set used for the 4-stream model. Each of the 15 data clusters
is represented by a graph. The vertical position of the graph indicates the mean
hierarchy value on a scale of 0–1. The 4 bars in the graph indicate the mean values
of properties A–D on a scale of 0–1. The error bars indicate the SD (0.05) of the
2,500 points that comprised each data cluster. Numerical values are provided in
Table 2. The 3 lowest hierarchical levels are labeled L1–L3. The higher hierar-
chical levels of the A stream are labeled A4–A6. Similar labeling indicates the
data clusters within the B–D streams.

TABLE 2. Information structure that comprised the
four-stream model

Cluster n Hierarchy A B C D

L1 2500 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
L2 2500 0.26 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
L3 2500 0.42 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
A4 2500 0.58 0.37 0.10 0.10 0.10
A5 2500 0.74 0.64 0.10 0.10 0.10
A6 2500 0.90 0.90 0.10 0.10 0.10
B4 2500 0.58 0.10 0.37 0.10 0.10
B5 2500 0.74 0.10 0.64 0.10 0.10
B6 2500 0.90 0.10 0.90 0.10 0.10
C4 2500 0.58 0.10 0.10 0.37 0.10
C5 2500 0.74 0.10 0.10 0.64 0.10
C6 2500 0.90 0.10 0.10 0.90 0.10
D4 2500 0.58 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.37
D5 2500 0.74 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.64
D6 2500 0.90 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.90

The same data set is shown graphically in Fig. 4. The data set consisted of
15 data clusters. The three lowest hierarchical levels are labeled L1–L3. The
higher hierarchical levels of the A stream are labeled A4–A6. Similar labeling
indicates the data clusters within the B–D streams. The table shows the number
of data points (n) within each data cluster and the mean location of each data
cluster in five dimensions (hierarchy and dimensions A–D). Each dimension
could range from 0 to 1. Each data cluster was distributed around its mean
location in a Gaussian manner with a SD of 0.05.

V1

Areas Produced by the Four-Stream Model

L1

L2
L3

A4 A5
A6C4

C5
C6

D4 D5
D6B4

B5
B6

FIG. 5. The topographic results of arranging the 4-stream model onto the
cortical surface. The areas are colored according to the same code as in Fig. 4.
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was determined by the initialization. The remainder of the map
was formed around this initial constraint. The map is the result
of the Kohonen algorithm tiling the cortex with the data set
shown in Fig. 4 while optimizing the similarity of neighboring
points on the cortex.

As shown in Fig. 5, the four-stream model recreated some
basic aspects of the extrastriate cortical topography, including
three areas with low hierarchy stretching in medial-lateral
bands, roughly corresponding to V1–V3, and a set of higher-
order areas arranged in a mosaic anterior to the lower-order
areas. The reasons for this arrangement are similar to the
reasons described for the two-stream model. Hierarchy was
pinned at a low value in V1, and therefore to optimize conti-
nuity, the Kohonen algorithm arranged hierarchy in an increas-
ing sequence progressing from V1 outward to more anterior
cortex. The other major variable, the division into four func-
tional streams, was mapped in a roughly orthogonal direction,
once again optimizing cortical continuity. These two trends
account for the main organization shown in Fig. 5.

The topography produced by the four-stream model, how-
ever, had two main inaccuracies. By addressing these inaccu-
racies, we were able to construct the final, optimized model.

First, the areas produced by the four-stream model were not
sized correctly. This error in size is most obvious in the case of
L2 and L3 (see Fig. 5), which were too small when compared
with V2 and V3 in the actual macaque brain. In the Kohonen
method, the size of a cortical area is determined by many
interacting influences. One major influence is the number of
data points in the input data. The more data points that are
mapped to an area of cortex, the larger that area of cortex will
become although the relationship is not linear or simple. Other
factors, such as the shape and size of surrounding cortical
areas, will also play a role. The size error in Fig. 5 suggests that
the number of data points in each data cluster needed to be
adjusted. In particular, L2 and L3 needed to be represented by
more data points relative to other areas, giving them a bigger
representation on cortex. The reason why this undersizing of
L2 and L3 is apparent in the four-stream model and not
apparent in the two-stream model is that in the four-stream
model, there were more visual areas competing for cortical
space, and therefore each visual area covered a smaller region
of cortex. The size of L1, in contrast, was relatively resistant to
these modifications to the model because L1 was initialized to
the topographic region of V1.

The second way in which the four-stream model failed is
that because the four streams were defined in a symmetric
manner, there was no reason for the Kohonen algorithm to
place them on the cortex in any specific order. The order was
arbitrary. In Fig. 5, the C stream was mapped to the most
ventral locations, the A stream was mapped to a region just
dorsal to the C stream, and so on. The reason for this lack of
a coherent spatial ordering to the streams is that they did not
have any specific informational relationships to each other. To
cause the A stream to map consistently adjacent to the B stream
would require some informational overlap between the two
streams. For example, if the B stream contained an elevated
value of property A in addition to property B, then it would
contain some informational similarity to the A stream, and the
two streams would tend to be mapped next to each other. The
initial four-stream model was so schematic that it lacked any of
these details of informational overlap among streams.

Both of these failures of the four-stream model suggest that
the model needs extensive adjustment to its details to better
account for the known cortical topography. Some areas may
need to be represented by fewer or by more data points, the
exact hierarchical relationships among areas may need to be
adjusted, and each area may need to contain complex mixtures
of properties A–D, allowing the areas to have idiosyncratic
similarities and differences with respect to each other. The
optimization of the four-stream model is described in the next
section.

Optimized four-stream model

The goal of the present study was to find the information
structure that when mapped onto the cortex, would correctly
reconstruct the target cortical topography. Although the four-
stream model shown in Fig. 4 captures some aspects of the
target topography, the details are incorrect. The difficulty is
essentially one of data fitting. We know the topography that the
information structure should produce. To find the correct
solution is therefore a matter of systematically adjusting the
parameters of the information structure until it optimally fits
the topography.

The information structure shown in Fig. 4 was improved
through a series of iterations using a genetic search algorithm.
The genetic search algorithm is described in the supplementary
material.1 The mean hierarchical value, and the mean values of
dimensions A–D, were adjusted for each visual area. The
number of data points representing each visual area was also
adjusted. Each altered version of the information structure was
used to produce a map of visual areas on the cortical surface,
the map was correlated to the target map of visual areas (shown
in Fig. 1), and the genetic algorithm adjusted the information
structure between iterations to maximize the correlation value.
In total, 360,000 versions of the information structure were
tested in this iterative manner to obtain a best fit to the target
topography shown in Fig. 1.

The best-fit solution (the information structure that, when
mapped onto the cortex, best reconstructed the target topogra-
phy) is shown in Fig. 6. Again each graph represents a data
cluster. The vertical location of each graph represents the mean
hierarchical value for that data cluster, with higher positions
indicating higher values on a scale from 0 to 1. The four bars
in each graph show the mean values for dimensions A–D. (The
numerical values for this graph are provided in Table 3.)

Note the differences between the optimized model (Fig. 6)
and the initial, unoptimized, four-stream model (Fig. 4). In the
optimized model, the four streams are no longer information-
ally symmetric. Instead each stream has taken on its own
complex, idiosyncratic mixture of properties. For example, one
area in the B stream, B6, contains elevated values of property
A in addition to property B. An area in the C stream, C6,
contains elevated values of property B in addition to property
C. The D stream contains elevated values of all four properties.
Likewise, the hierarchical ordering of areas no longer forms six
equal hierarchical steps. Instead each area has taken on its own,
nuanced hierarchical value. The search algorithm converged on
this particular quirky distribution of information across visual
areas because when mapped to the cortex according to the

1 The online version of this article contains supplemental data.
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principle of optimal continuity, it resulted in an accurate
reconstruction of the target extrastriate topography. The opti-
mal model shown in Fig. 6 therefore represents functional
relationships among visual areas extracted by means of an
analysis of topography.

An important aspect of the optimized model concerns the
relative weighting of the dimensions. A dimension becomes
less weighted if its range becomes smaller relative to other
dimensions. It then has less impact on the final topography. In
the extreme, a dimension in which the data have no variance at
all would have no impact on the resulting map. Because we
assigned all dimensions an initial range from 0 to 1, all
dimensions were initially equally weighted. However, during
the optimization, it is possible for the data distribution to be
altered such that the data span a greater range in some dimen-
sions and a lesser range in other dimensions, thereby effec-
tively weighting the dimensions differently. Indeed this turned

out to be the case. As indicated in Table 3, after optimization,
the full range for hierarchy was �25% larger than the full
range of any of the A–D dimensions. In this way, the optimi-
zation obtained a result in which hierarchy was weighted more
heavily, and the individual dimensions A–D were weighted
less, to optimally fit the topography. Dimensions A–D covered
approximately the same range as each other and therefore were
approximately equally weighted.

Figure 7 shows the resulting cortical map. It is nearly
identical to the target topography based on the literature from
the macaque visual cortex (see Fig. 1).

One potential concern with the optimized four-stream model
is that it was, after all, optimized. The model was fit to the
topography by means of an iterative search. Therefore how
could the model fail to accurately reconstruct the topography?
Is this merely an example of circularity? The result is not
circular, once the purpose of the optimization is understood.
Consider the case of an ordinary, linear curve fit. Suppose that
one collects data on variable X and variable Y, and computes a
regression line for the data. The regression is mathematically
computed to optimize the closeness of the line fit. Yet if, in the
end, the line fits the data well, one does not dismiss the result
as mere circularity or as merely the result of an optimization
routine. Instead two outcomes of value are obtained. First, if
the linear fit performs well, capturing much of the data pattern,
then one can infer that a linear model is indeed a reasonable
model for the data. Second, specific parameters can be deter-
mined from the linear fit, including the slope and intercept, that
may have practical importance. A similar type of outcome was
obtained in the present study. We used an optimization routine
to fit the information structure to the extrastriate topography.
Two valuable outcomes were obtained. First, the fit performed
well—the optimized four-stream model was able to reconstruct

TABLE 3. Information structure that was obtained by a genetic
search algorithm to form the optimized four-stream model

Cluster Area n Hierarchy A B C D

L1 V1 3150 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
L2 V2 3203 0.21 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
L3 V3 1235 0.35 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
A4 V4 1315 0.45 0.23 0.10 0.13 0.03
A5 TEO 966 0.64 0.41 0.09 0.23 0.07
A6 TE 1251 0.84 0.74 0.05 0.19 0.05
B4 V3A 346 0.45 0.17 0.26 0.13 0.05
B5 DP 404 0.70 0.16 0.31 0.17 0.01
B6 7A 626 0.81 0.12 0.77 0.36 0.15
C4 MT 362 0.60 0.17 0.18 0.36 0.05
C5 MST 554 0.74 0.03 0.17 0.59 0.04
C6 STP 934 0.83 0.68 0.14 0.73 0.00
D4 V6 374 0.53 0.16 0.11 0.21 0.26
D5 V6A 464 0.69 0.01 0.29 0.19 0.53
D6 IP 693 0.90 0.23 0.33 0.48 0.73

The same data set is shown graphically in Fig. 6. The data set consisted of
15 data clusters. The three lowest hierarchical levels are labeled L1–L3. The
higher hierarchical levels of the A stream are labeled A4– A6. Similar labeling
indicates the data clusters within the B–D streams. When these data clusters
were mapped to the cortical sheet, they occupied cortical locations that
corresponded to known visual areas. These correspondences are indicated by
the labels listed under “area.” The table shows the number of data points (n)
within each data cluster and the mean location of each data cluster in five
dimensions (hierarchy and dimensions A–D). Each dimension could range
from 0 to 1. Each data cluster was distributed around its mean location in a
Gaussian manner with a SD of 0.05.
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FIG. 6. The data set used for the optimized 4-stream model. Each of the 15
data clusters is represented by a graph. The vertical position of the graph
indicates the mean hierarchy value on a scale of 0–1. The 4 bars in the graph
indicate the mean values of properties A–D on a scale of 0–1. The error bars
indicate the SD (0.05) of the points that comprised each data cluster. (The error
bars do not indicate the reliability of the solution obtained by optimization.
Instead they indicate the dispersion of each of the data clusters that comprise
the optimized solution.) Numerical values are provided in Table 3. The
particular values of hierarchy and properties A–D were adjusted for all visual
areas by a genetic fitting algorithm until the information structure, when
rendered onto the cortical sheet, produced a close match to the correct cortical
topography. The 3 lowest hierarchical levels are labeled L1–L3. The higher
hierarchical levels of the A stream are labeled A4–A6. Similar labeling
indicates the data clusters within the B–D streams. The acronym in parenthesis
indicates the known visual area that matches best in cortical location.
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the topography correctly—suggesting that a four-stream, six-
hierarchical-level model is indeed a reasonable model to cap-
ture at least the overarching topographic pattern. Second, the
optimization supplied us with the specific parameter settings of
the model that allowed it to correctly fit the topography. The
optimization determined the relative hierarchical ranking of
visual areas, and the pattern of informational overlap among
areas, necessary to fit the visual areas to their target cortical
locations. Figure 6 shows this optimized parameter set and
represents the main result of the present study. The data set
shown in Fig. 6 supplies a rich information set about cortical
function extracted by a novel analysis of cortical topography.
The DISCUSSION examines the accuracy of this data set with
respect to physiological findings.

D I S C U S S I O N

The present study used an analysis of topography to build up
a model of the informational relationships among visual areas.
Through a series of iterations, we obtained an optimized model
that when flattened onto the cortical surface, correctly recon-
structed main features of the macaque extrastriate topography.
In the optimized model, visual processing was divided into
four general information types. Each information type was
emphasized within a functional stream, each stream incorpo-
rating six levels of hierarchy. The streams overlapped and
diverged in a complex pattern in information space. When this
complex informational pattern was flattened onto the cortical
sheet according to the principle of continuity of function, it
resulted in a topographic map that closely resembled the actual
map in the macaque brain. Essentially, by using topography as
a guide, we worked backward to infer a model of the functional
relationships among areas that was consistent with that topog-
raphy.

How well does this optimized model, derived by topo-
graphic analysis, reflect the actual functional properties of the
macaque visual system?

Overlap between the object recognition stream and the
motion stream

In the optimized model, property A is emphasized in areas
that map to the cortical locations of V4, TEO, and TE (see
Figs. 6 and 7). Within these visual areas, property A increases
progressively with increasing hierarchy. Property B is empha-
sized in cortical areas that spatially correspond to MT, MST,
and STP. Within these visual areas, property B increases
progressively with increasing hierarchy. In comparison, in the
macaque brain, areas V4, TEO, and TE emphasize information
about object identity, with increasingly sophisticated informa-
tion present at higher hierarchical levels. Areas MT, MST, and
STP emphasize information about visual motion, again with
increasingly sophisticated information present at higher hier-
archical levels. Given this comparison, property A could be
thought of as corresponding to information about object iden-
tity and property B as corresponding to information about
visual motion.

In the optimized model, as can be seen in Fig. 6, area STP
(area B6) contains a high magnitude of property A and of
property B. In this way, the model implies that given the
known cortical location of STP relative to its surrounding
areas, it should combine information from object identity and
object motion and should do so in roughly equal proportion.
This mixing of properties in area STP matches the known
physiology, in which STP contains a mixture of information
about object motion and object identity (e.g., Anderson and
Siegel 2005; Bruce et al. 1981; Oram and Perrett 1996; Perrett
et al. 1984). This combination of information in STP can be
understood heuristically by considering the location of STP
between MST (emphasizing motion information) and TEO and
TE (emphasizing object identity information). To cause STP to
map to the correct cortical location, the present model settled
on a result in which STP was given informational properties
combining that of its neighboring areas.

In the optimized model (Fig. 6), in the A stream, property A
increases gradually from V4 to TEO to TE. The other proper-
ties have low magnitude. The model therefore indicates that the
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FIG. 7. The topographic results of arranging the optimized
4-stream model on the cortical surface. The functional areas are
labeled based on their topographic similarity to real areas in the
macaque monkey brain. The optimized 4-stream model was
able to reconstruct the organization of the macaque extrastriate
visual cortex with great accuracy.
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A stream is a relatively informationally pure stream, focused
mainly on one type of information, also matching the general
pattern to emerge in the physiological literature.

Overlap between the motion stream and the object
location stream

In the optimized model (Fig. 6), property C is emphasized in
cortical areas corresponding to V3a, DP, and 7a. Among these
areas, property C increases in magnitude with increasing hier-
archy. In the macaque brain, areas V3A and 7a are known to
contain information about the locations of objects in a variety
of potentially useful spatial coordinate frames. These coordi-
nate frames are believed to be encoded by neurons that have
retinal receptive fields that are subject to gain fields based on
nonvisual information such as eye position (Andersen et al.
1985, 1990; Galletti and Battaglini 1989). One could therefore
consider property C as corresponding to information about
useful spatial coordinates. The optimized model predicts that
there exists an orderly progression, a processing stream in
which this type of spatial information becomes increasingly
expressed among areas V3a, DP, and 7a. Little is known about
the physiology of area DP, and therefore the linking of these
areas into a processing stream focused on computing spatial
coordinates represents a novel prediction of the model.

In the optimized model (Fig. 6), area 7a contains an elevated
magnitude of properties B and C. The model therefore implies
that to place the areas in their known topographic locations, not
only should a distinct stream exist for computing spatial
coordinate frames, but at its hierarchical peak, within area 7a,
information about object motion should also be represented. In
this respect again, the model accurately reflects the physiolog-
ical literature. The presence of motion information in area 7a is
well established (e.g., Motter and Mountcastle 1981; Motter et
al. 1987; Read and Siegel 1997; Steinmetz et al. 1987).

In the optimized model (Fig. 6), the areas of the B stream
also contain some of property C. The model indicates that on
topographic grounds, we should expect at least some informa-
tion about spatial coordinate frames to be present in areas MT,
MST, and STP. In the actual macaque brain, just as in the
model, areas MT and MST emphasize motion processing while
also containing neurons with spatial gain fields (Bremmer et al.
1997). Whether area STP also contains neurons with gain fields
is yet to be determined.

The optimized model therefore reconstructed the informa-
tional overlaps and divergences between one set of areas (MT,
MST, and STP) and another set (V3a, DP, and 7a). Many of
these relationships are known to be correct from the physio-
logical literature, and some have not been tested and therefore
represent novel predictions of the model.

Vision-for-action stream

The optimized model incorporated a fourth functional
stream, the D stream, that was mapped onto cortical areas
corresponding to V6, V6a, and the intraparietal sulcus. Emerg-
ing evidence suggests that the dorsal-most areas in the primate
brain may be best described as emphasizing sensory-motor
integration (e.g., Cooke et al. 2003; Fattori et al. 2001, 2004;
Goodale and Milner 1992; Kutz et al. 2003; Mountcastle et al.
1975; Sakata et al. 1995; Snyder et al. 1997; Stepniewska et al.

2005). On the basis of connectivity and functional properties,
it has been proposed that these medial visual areas form a
distinct stream for visuo-motor functions (Caminiti et al. 1999;
Fattori et al. 2001, 2004; Kutz et al. 2003; Rizzolatti and
Matelli 2003; Shipp et al. 1998). On these grounds, one could
consider property D in the present model as corresponding to
sensory-motor processing.

In the macaque brain, the medial areas have not been as
extensively studied as lateral areas and different groups have
defined them differently. Therefore there is some ambiguity
and room for disagreement with our interpretation. Alternative
naming schemes include area PO, MDP, V6, V6A, and PIP
(Colby et al. 1988; Felleman and Van Essen 1991; Galletti et
al. 1999, 2005 Lewis and Van Essen 2000). Galletti et al.
(2005) mapped these medial areas in greater detail than had
been done previously, and we used their designations of V6
and V6A.

As can be seen in Fig. 6, in the optimized model, the D
stream is not focused exclusively on one type of visual infor-
mation. Instead of all four streams, the D stream contains the
most informational mixture. For example, IP, at the highest
level of hierarchy in the D stream, contains an elevated value
of properties A–D. The model suggests that for this area to be
mapped to its known cortical location, it should be expected to
contain information on object identity (property A), on object
motion (property B), on spatial coordinate frames (property C),
and on action control (property D). Exactly this mixture of
properties has been reported in the physiological literature. In
particular, a growing number of studies finds that IP contains
information on object shape (Goodale and Milner 1992; Gra-
ziano et al. 2000; Murata et al. 2000; Sereno and Maunsell
1998). Object shape is traditionally in the province of ventral
areas, and therefore the presence of this information in IP was
considered to be surprising. The present analysis demonstrates
that on the basis of the topographic relationships among areas,
IP is expected to contain information on object identity.

Hierarchical relationships among areas

In Fig. 6, each data cluster has a hierarchical value indicated
by the vertical position of the graph in the figure. Some of the
hierarchical structure was built into the model at the outset.
The model was based on the hypothesis of hierarchical pro-
cessing streams, each stream with six stages of hierarchy.
However, the initial, schematic structure of six equal hierar-
chical steps within each visual stream (see Fig. 4) was modified
by the optimization algorithm to form the highly irregular,
idiosyncratic pattern of hierarchy shown in Fig. 6. How well
did the optimized model reconstruct the known hierarchical
relationships among visual areas?

Previous studies ranked the hierarchies of visual areas
through two means. First, the physiological properties of areas
suggested a rough hierarchical ranking. Second, the laminar
pattern of connectivity between areas was used to assign
quantitative hierarchy values to areas (Felleman and Van Essen
1991; Hilgetag et al. 1996, 2000). In Fig. 8, the y axis shows
the hierarchical ranking of visual areas according to a recent
use of the analysis of connectivity (Hilgetag et al. 2000). These
rankings are placed on a normalized scale from 0 to 1. The x
axis shows the hierarchical ranking of visual areas as inferred
by the present method based on the topographic locations of
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visual areas. The two methods correlate closely (r2 value of
0.95).

It is important to note that the nonoptimized four-stream
model (shown in Fig. 4) contains some of the hierarchical
structure built into it. It therefore also has a correlation to the
Hilgetag et al. result (r2 value of 0.82). However, in specific
ways, the nonoptimized version deviates from the correct
hierarchical structure. For example, in the nonoptimized four-
stream model, area MT and V4 are assigned the same hierar-
chical value. In the optimized version, to cause MT to map to
the correct location relative to V4, the method converged on a
solution in which MT had a higher hierarchical value than V4.
This hierarchical difference between MT and V4 matches the
previous estimates based on connectivity (Hilgetag et al. 2000).

As another example, in the nonoptimized four-stream model
(Fig. 4), TE, STP, and 7A are assigned the same hierarchical
value. In the optimized version, to cause these areas to map to
their correct locations, the method converged on a solution in
which TE and STP have similar hierarchical values and 7A has
a lower hierarchical value. Again, this hierarchical arrange-
ment matches the estimates based on connectivity (Hilgetag et
al. 2000).

Thus in the present study, without considering how one area
is connected to another and without considering the specific
physiological properties of areas or the complexity of visual
features encoded in visual areas, indeed considering nothing
more than the sizes, shapes, and relative locations of areas on
the cortical surface, the present method was able to read out the
details of the hierarchical interrelationships among areas in a
manner that matched previous estimates.

This example of hierarchy shows the power of the present
approach. Based on the spatial relationships among areas, it is
possible to deduce detailed information about their functional
relationships.

Limitations of the present model

SUBAREAS, IN-BETWEEN AREAS, AND MAPS WITHIN AREAS. The
present model of four streams and six hierarchical levels, for
all its success in capturing some of the main features of the
extrastriate topography, is nonetheless a schematic model that
leaves behind many details. It accounts for the approximate
locations and sizes of 15 main visual areas. Yet the parcellation
of visual cortex into 15 areas, shown in Fig. 1, is a simplified
account. The macaque extrastriate cortex contains much
greater complexity, and many of the areal divisions are in
debate. Among the divisions not represented in our model are
the subdivisions of the intraparietal sulcus including LIP, MIP,
VIP and so on, the subdivisions of MST into MSTl and MSTd,
the many proposed subdivisions of TE and TEO, and the
proposed subdivisions of almost every other visual area. It also
leaves out many proposed areas that are less well established
such as V4t that might lie between MT and V4 or FST located
between MST and TEO. It is important to note that these
omissions are not the result of any intrinsic failure of the
concept. One could build a model with greater detail and
thereby account for more of these topographic features. The
model contains only as many visual areas as one builds into it.
The information structure in Fig. 6 contains 15 data clusters,
and therefore 15 visual areas were mapped to the cortex by the
Kohonen algorithm. To add more visual areas to the model, it
would be necessary to add more data clusters to the informa-
tion structure. The methods used here would then be able to
determine the informational relationships among the expanded
set of visual areas that allows them to be mapped to their
correct cortical locations.

For example, consider visual area FST that lies between area
MST and area TEO. The present model does not include this
cortical zone. Yet by considering the model, and the principle
of optimal cortical continuity of function, it is not difficult to
infer the addition to the model that would be needed to produce
FST. The model would need a new data cluster the mean of
which in the five dimensional information structure is geomet-
rically between that of MST and of TEO. The new data cluster
would need a hierarchy value between that of MST and TEO,
and a blended mixture of property A (elevated in TEO in the
model) and property B (elevated in MST in the model). With
these properties, the new data cluster is likely to be mapped by
the Kohonen algorithm into the approximately correct location,
forming a zone between MST and TEO. These guesses would
presumably then require optimization to adjust the topography
and shift the areas to their ideal target locations.

Consider the subdivisions of the intraparietal sulcus. In the
optimized model, the intraparietal sulcus was rendered as a
single area, labeled IP, at the highest hierarchical level of the
action stream. In the actual macaque brain, the intraparietal
sulcus is divisible into a complex mosaic of subregions that
may partly emphasize different action types such as eye move-
ment, reaching, grasping, and flinching (Cooke et al. 2003;
Fattori et al. 2001, 2004; Kutz et al. 2003; Nakamura et al.
1999; Sakata et al. 1995; Snyder et al. 1997). The proposal that
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FIG. 8. Hierarchical ranking of visual areas. x axis represents relative
hierarchical ranking based on the data set in Fig. 6. y only axis represents
relative hierarchical ranking as determined by a previous study (Hilgetag et al.
2000) based on anatomical connectivity. Visual areas were equated between
studies as follows: MST (from present study) � MSTd � MSTl (from
Hilgetag et al. 2000). TEO � VOT � PITv � PITd. TE � CITv � CITd �
AITv. STP � STPa � STPp. Dorsal areas V6, V6A, and IP were not included
in the plot for 2 related reasons. First, it was not clear how to match these areas
between the present study and Hilgetag et al. (2000). Second, the areal
boundaries and connectivity of these dorsal areas (Galletti et al. 2005) were
detailed mainly after the publication of Hilgetag et al. (2000).
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the intraparietal area is subdivided by ethologically relevant
sensory-motor functions was emphasized recently in a study
using electrical stimulation to evoke different complex move-
ments from different areas of the parietal cortex of prosimians
(Stepniewska et al. 2005). These divisions of the intraparietal
sulcus could in principle be incorporated into an elaborated
model, simply by removing the current data cluster that maps
to the IP (data cluster D6 in Fig. 6) and replacing it with a set
of smaller data clusters, all with similar means in the informa-
tion structure, yet all differing from each other in some new set
of dimensions, causing them to be mapped beside each other.
In this way, by adding dimensions and data clusters, it is
possible to add finer topographic divisions.

In principle, the model could be extended to include topog-
raphy within each visual area. For example, V1 is represented
in the present model by a single data cluster with no internal
structure. It therefore maps to the cortex as a uniform area with
no internal topography. One could supply an internal structure
by defining the two new dimensions of retinotopic position and
assigning different retinotopic locations to different data points
within that cluster. The Kohonen algorithm would then not
only map V1 to a particular cortical location but also create an
internal map within V1 to reflect the internal structure in the
data cluster. In a similar way, by adding dimensions such as
line orientation or motion direction, it might be possible to
reconstruct the known topographic and columnar features
within many visual areas including the stripes in V2 (Tootell et
al. 1983) and the direction columns in MT (Albright et al.
1984).

The present model, with its four overarching information
streams, six hierarchical levels per stream, and lack of any
internal structure within each visual area, is obviously a sim-
plification. It captures, to first order, the extrastriate topogra-
phy. There are three reasons why we did not extend the present
model to include more topographic details. First, the topo-
graphic details are known for some areas but not for others.
Whereas the retinotopy and columnar organization in V1 is
well understood and has been modeled before as an example of
optimal continuity of function (Chklovskii 2000; Durbin and
Mitchison 1990; Kohonen 1982; Koulakov and Chklovskii
2001), the columnar organizations within V3, or TEO, or DP,
for example, are not well known. In the Kohonen method for
self-organizing maps, if one visual area is provided with
detailed internal structure and another is not, the one with the
greater informational detail will outcompete the other and take
more cortical area. Therefore it is necessary to treat all the
areas in the same way to provide an even field for the global
map to develop properly. For this reason, though in principle
we could model the details of some areas, we would not be able
to adequately model the global extrastriate topography unless a
similar level of detail was supplied for all areas.

A second reason why we did not pursue all details of
extrastriate topography is the computational difficulty of the
task. In theory a complete model, containing all dimensions
necessary to capture the complexity of visual processing, might
some day be possible to construct. Such a model, when
rendered onto the cortical surface, should be able to accurately
reconstruct all features of visual topography between and
within visual areas. A model at that level of completeness,
incorporating perhaps hundreds of informational dimensions,
is prohibitively computationally complicated at this time. The

amount of computation necessary for the present method in-
creases exponentially with the number of dimensions and the
problem becomes unsolvable in a practical amount of time. In
the present study, in the optimized four-stream model, 15
visual areas were included, each of which was described by
means of 5 dimensions (hierarchy and dimensions A–D),
totaling 75 dimensions. Even a modest increase in the number
of visual areas or subclusters within areas would make the
computational process unmanageable.

The third and most important reason why we focused on a
simple schematic model was to try to understand the general
principles of extrastriate organization rather than the details.
The fact that a simple five-dimensional data structure, contain-
ing hierarchy and four processing streams, was sufficient to
reconstruct the main features of the extrastriate topography, is
itself telling. It suggests that relatively few informational
dimensions are responsible for the large-scale organization of
the visual areas.

MINIMIZING WIRE LENGTH OR OPTIMIZING CONTINUITY? The idea
that the brain is organized to minimize wire length dates back
at least to Cajal (1899). It has been invoked to explain the
organization within cortical areas, such as cortical maps and
cortical columns (Chklovskii 2000; Durbin and Mitchison
1990; Kaas and Catania 2002; Kohonen 1982; Koulakov and
Chklovskii 2001; O’Leary and McLaughlin 2005; Saarinen and
Kohonen 1985). It has also been invoked to explain the spatial
organization among cortical areas (Klyachko and Stevens
2003; Kolster et al. 2009; Young 1992). These previous studies
helped to establish the principle of the economy of wiring.

The economy of wiring does not necessarily translate di-
rectly into a rule of optimal continuity of function across the
cortical surface. One reason is that connectivity passes not only
tangentially through the cortex, connecting neighboring re-
gions, but also passes through the white matter to connect more
distant cortical locations. It has been suggested that the folding
of the macaque visual cortex is shaped by the tension of axons
passing from one visual area to another (Van Essen 1997). To
the extent that local, lateral connections in cortex dominate
information processing, then local continuity of function
should result from wire-minimization. To the extent that more
distant projections influence information processing, the local
continuity of function should be modified in complicated ways.

It has been suggested that local continuity of function tends
to dominate the organization of cortex rather than solely a
global minimization of wiring length (Durbin and Mitchison
1990; Kaas and Catania 2002; Kohonen 1982; Rosa and
Tweedale 2005). In this view, nearest neighbor relationships
tend to be of greater weight than long range connectivity.

A compromise view is that several similar but nonidentical
principles of organization combine, including the global min-
imization of wiring, the consequence of local correlative learn-
ing rules, and the inevitable result of chemical gradients that
guide axonal development. All of these processes might com-
bine to produce a like-attracts-like organization that is rela-
tively but not entirely weighted toward local continuity.

In the present study, we chose to use the Kohonen (2001)
algorithm, which optimizes continuity mainly at the local scale
and which was previously successful in explaining some as-
pects of cortical organization (Kohonen 1982; Saarinen and
Kohonen 1985). We recognize that this algorithm might pro-
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vide only an approximate way to model cortical organization.
For example, the Kohonen algorithm, at least as we applied it,
considered only tangential distances across the cortical sheet. It
did not consider short-cut distances through the white matter
from one gyral wall to another. In this way, it maximized local
continuity across the cortical surface rather than minimizing
wiring. A better model might consider both types of distances,
although it is not clear how to titrate the two. Yet another
method might use the sign of the cortical curvature to weight
the distance. A negative curvature implies neighboring points
in cortex that cannot be connected via straight axons through
the white matter, whereas a positive curvature implies neigh-
boring points in cortex that can be connected via straight
axons. A distance metric that explicitly includes cortical cur-
vature may therefore be useful. It is always possible that an
improved algorithm will be found to more accurately model the
principle of spatial contiguity in cortical organization. The
method that we used, however, despite its approximate nature,
was apparently sufficient for the present purpose. With a
relatively simple hypothesis about the set of visual functions,
we were able to reproduce the essential features of the extra-
striate cortical topography and infer informational relationships
among visual areas. The inferred informational relationships at
least qualitatively match the pattern of results obtained from
physiological studies.

INFLUENCES FROM OUTSIDE THE EXTRASTRIATE CORTEX. The
present model considered the topography of the extrastriate cortex
in isolation. Yet cortical areas outside the extrastriate system
presumably influence the visual topography via the same prin-
ciples. For example, the somatotopic map of the body in S1, in
which the face is represented ventrally, might have some
influence on the overarching trend in the extrastriate cortex in
which foveal representations are emphasized in ventral areas.
As a second example, area STP contains auditory responses
(Bruce et al. 1981) perhaps partly explaining its proximity to
the auditory cortex. In these ways, the present model in its
focus on the visual system is approximate and incomplete.
Ideally in understanding the cortical topography, one would
model the entire cortex to take into account interactions among
all possible areas. Such a brain-wide model may be a next
useful step. However, at the present time, enough may not be
known about the cortical topography to model it effectively
using the current technique. Some cortical systems, such as the
visual, somatosensory, and motor systems, have been mapped
in at least some detail, whereas other cortical systems are still
poorly understood topographically. Even within the extrastriate
visual cortex, arguably the most thoroughly mapped of all the
cortical systems, the ambiguities and disagreements are con-
siderable. Perhaps at some future time the technique could be
applied in a brain-wide fashion.

Two visual streams?

Ungerleider and Mishkin (1982) proposed that the task of
vision could be divided into two major subtasks, including the
processing of object identity and of object location. Object
identity was hypothesized to be represented in a hierarchical
manner in ventral extrastriate areas. Object location was hy-
pothesized to be represented in a hierarchical manner in dorsal
areas. As more physiological and anatomical data accumulated

about the macaque visual system, this original hypothesis came
under some criticism and re-interpretation (e.g., Goodale and
Milner 1992; Merigan and Maunsell 1993; Sereno and Maun-
sell 1998). The two visual systems hypothesis remained influ-
ential but now tends to be interpreted in increasingly flexible
ways. The current popular view could be put this way: the
macaque visual system is divisible into a ventral stream for
object recognition and a dorsal miscellany.

In the present study, we first tested a strict two-stream model
in which vision was divisible into two broad types of informa-
tion processing, each requiring a series of hierarchical steps.
Our two-stream model was therefore in some ways comparable
to the original Ungerleider and Mishkin model (1982). As
described in RESULTS, the two-stream model captured the basic
organization of the ventral stream but failed to reconstruct the
organization of the dorsal areas. This success of the model in
ventral areas and its failure in dorsal areas underscores the
strengths and weaknesses of the original Ungerleider and
Mishkin model. The hypothesis of a ventral stream fits the
data; the hypothesis of a dorsal stream does not.

By considering the results of the two-stream model and the
manner in which streams and hierarchical levels can be opti-
mally arranged on cortex to maximize continuity, we inferred
that the visual organization would be better explained by a
four-stream model. Our optimized four-stream model was
successful at reconstructing much of the topography of the
macaque visual system.

Arguably, our four-stream model is consistent with the
common view of the two stream model. Our A stream maps
onto the standard ventral stream. Our B–D streams map onto
the current dorsal stream. We suggest, however, that our
four-stream model has more descriptive validity. Lumping the
B–D streams together and labeling them as one functional
stream discards the explanatory advantage of the stream con-
cept. At least in the present method, at least as inferred by
topographic organization, the task of vision is better under-
stood as roughly divided into four broad and partially overlap-
ping subtasks, not two. As discussed in the previous sections,
this division of information into object identity, motion, spatial
coordinates, and motor control also has good correspondence
to the physiological literature. The idea of a distinct stream in
the dorsal-most cortex that emphasizes visually guided actions
such as saccades, reaches, and grasps, has been proposed
before on the basis of connectivity and physiological properties
(Caminiti et al. 1999; Fattori et al. 2001, 2004; Kutz et al.
2003; Rizzolatti and Matelli 2003; Shipp et al. 1998).

Informational meaning of a cortical area

The present approach raises a philosophical question about the
definition of the area as a unit of cortical organization. Visual
physiologists traditionally think in terms of areas with internal
maps. According to a strict application of the principle of conti-
nuity of function, a discrete area forms only when the relevant
information set has a distinct cluster that is separate from other
parts of the information set. To the extent that the cortex has
separate areas, there must be separable chunks of information
to be represented on the cortex. In cases where those chunks of
information grade into each other in information space, the
borders of areas will be gradients. To the extent that chunks of
information have an overarching set of relationships among
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each other, the cortical areas will fit together into a larger,
overarching topography. If the relevant information space is of
low dimensionality, it may be mapped across cortex in a
continuous fashion. If the information space is of high dimen-
sionality, it may be mapped across cortex in a complex, frac-
tured manner that is difficult to understand without the math-
ematical tools of dimensionality reduction. Whether we are
talking about the large scale organization of the entire cortex,
the organization of areas within the visual system, a map
within a visual area, or the columns within a part of a map, the
principle of organization appears to be the same. The cortex is,
in a sense, one giant cortical area that contains a systematic
map of the immense and complex information space relevant to
the animal’s behavior.
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